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Impressive Insight into Human Behavior
Nearly everyone responds to humor. People want to laugh and play
when given the opportunity. The trick is to create those opportunities
in everyday life situations and challenges. Dr. Craig Shoemaker has the
key…laughter. Laughter works on all levels, beginning with the soul, to
foster motivation, healing and a happier life. Craig leads in a laughter
filled journey through transformation and participation based workshops. These keys to laughter nourish the soul, providing the
spring-board for a new outlook on life.
Craig possesses wide-ranging knowledge and
experience stemming from his success as a highly
skilled comedian with a PhD in Humanities. Craig
has the insight to guide audiences to change and
heal their most serious issues with laughter because laughter is a gift that heals. It is comedy
with the intention to inspire people to manage
their personal difficulties through humor. Laughter, it breaks down barriers and brings people
together. Craig takes laughter very seriously.

Where do his knowledge, inspiration and insight come from?
Craig, raised by a single mother through tough
times and experiences, he put himself through
college at Temple University by doubling as a
bartender and comedy emcee. Craig went on
to complete his PhD in Humanities at California
University of Pennsylvania and is an Ordained
Minister. His gift is his big heart with a brilliant
mind attached to it. He is not just interesting, he
is interested! Watching, studying, learning and
understanding people have been a life long fascination for him. With his extensive education and
the wisdom and insight of an old soul, his focal
point is laughter.

Craig Shoemaker’s extensive accomplishments,
spanning more then three decades, are beyond
impressive. Craig is best known for his character,
The Love Master, which has earned him numerous
awards. He has performed for major television and
cable networks, writes for Fuller House, a radio
guest on countless stations and Podcasts, hosted
his own syndicated radio show, iTunes #1 comedy
album; The Last Stand Up, on stage stand up, performances on Broadway, has written two children’s
books, invented ON Hold advertising and hosted
motivational presentations and speeches; all with
audiences ranging from 50 to over 70,000 people.

For bookings, please contact: (310) 656-5139
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Keynote and Speech
Topics Include:
• Laughter Heals: What’s Funny About This? How to
Turn Tough Times into Healthy, Hearty Laughs
• Pursuing Happiness: Why Not YOU?!
• Career Freeze: Why Should Work Always Feel Like
Work?
• Humor and Health: Laughing for the Health of It
• Laughter & Leaders: What Your People Want You
to Know about
Leadership
• Desperately Seeking Service: A Hilarious Look at
the Lessons Behind Good and Bad Service

Credits:
• Newly inducted into the Association of
Transformational Leaders
• PhD in Humanity
• Ordained Minister
• Comedian of the Year by American Comedy
Awards
• Number One comedy routine of all time by XM Radio
• iTunes #1 comedy album; The Last Stand Up
• Voted in the Top 20 on Comedy Central
• Two Emmy awards
• Communicator Award Crystal prize.
• The honor of performing for four (five) United
States Presidents
• Founded LaughterHeals.org, a nonprofit
advocating laughter as a healing modality
• His book, Lovemaster’d, is highly acclaimed and
has earned glowing endorsements from Whoopi
Goldberg and Dr. Drew Pinsky

For bookings, please contact: (310) 656-5139

